In simple models of the Milky Way, tidally disrupting satellites produce long and thin-nearly onedimensional-stellar streams. Using astrometric data from the Gaia second data release and photometry from the Dark Energy Survey, we demonstrate that the Jhelum stream, a stellar stream in the inner halo, is a two-dimensional structure. The spatial distribution of highly probable Jhelum members reveals a dense thin component and an associated diffuse, spatially offset component. These two spatial components have indistinguishable proper motions (at σ ∼ 1 mas yr −1 level) and a similar ratio of blue straggler to blue horizontal branch stars, which indicates a common origin for the two components. The best-fit orbit to the narrow component (pericenter 8 kpc, apocenter 24 kpc), however, does not explain the wide component of the Jhelum stream. On the other hand, an older orbital wrap of Jhelum's orbit traces the Indus stream, indicating a possible connection between these two structures and additional complexity in Jhelum's formation. Substructure in the Jhelum progenitor or precession of its tidal debris in the Milky Way potential may explain the observed structure of Jhelum. Future spectroscopic data will enable discrimination between these "nature" and "nurture" formation scenarios. Jhelum adds to the growing list of cold stellar streams that display complex morphologies and promise to reveal the dynamical history of the Milky Way.
INTRODUCTION
Stars escaping from globular clusters form thin, dynamically cold tidal streams (e.g., Combes et al. 1999) . The phase-space distribution of tidal debris is predominantly determined by the gravitational tidal field, so Johnston et al. (1999) proposed measuring the distribution of matter in the Galaxy using stellar streams. In a time-independent potential, the mean track of a stream constrains the acceleration vector at its current location . As more than 40 stellar streams have been discovered at a range of distances in the Milky Way halo (see Grillmair & Carlin 2016 , for a recent review), streams should provide a three-dimensional map of the Galactic potential.
Being long and thin structures, stellar streams also preserve a historical record of gravitational perturbations on small scales and have been discussed as tracers of dark matter substructure (e.g., Johnston et al. 2002; Carlberg 2009 ). A telltale signature of an interaction with a dark matter subhalo is a gap in the stellar density along the stream (e.g., Ibata et al. 2002; Yoon et al. 2011; Erkal & Belokurov 2015) . Tantalizing hints of stream gaps were first observed in photometric surveys (e.g., Carlberg et al. 2012; Carlberg & Grillmair 2013) , and gaps were definitively detected in the GD-1 stellar stream (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006) when we used Gaia proper motions to cleanly select likely stream members . This discovery opened a new era in which globular cluster streams are no longer simple tracers of the global gravitational potential, but instead provide additional constraints through their complex internal structure.
In addition to opening gaps along the stream, a dynamic, clumpy and/or time-dependent, environment can disperse stars from originally thin streams to form much wider structures (e.g., Bonaca et al. 2014; Ngan et al. 2016; Price-Whelan et al. 2016a; Pearson et al. 2017 ). Alternatively, a globular cluster that started disrupting in a satellite galaxy before its accretion to the main Milky Way halo, can create a cold stream that is also accompanied by a wide, low surface-brightness component (Carlberg 2018) . Wide extensions have not yet been detected around the known cold streams, however, recent improvements in identifying stream members motivate a more comprehensive search.
Here we present the first evidence for two components of the Jhelum stream. Discovered as a photometric overdensity in the Dark Energy Survey (DES, Abbott et al. 2018) , Jhelum is a ∼ 30
• long and ∼ 1 • wide stellar stream at a distance of ∼ 13 kpc (Shipp et al. 2018 ). Like GD-1, Jhelum is also on a retrograde orbit with respect to the Milky Way disk (Malhan et al. 2018 ), so we use Gaia proper motions in addition to DES photometry to better select likely members ( §2). The resulting map of the stream reveals that Jhelum has a thin and a wide component ( §3); we compare and contrast these components in §4. In §5 we conclude with a discussion of possible origin scenarios.
DATA
We start our analysis by defining a coordinate system (φ 1 , φ 2 ) that is aligned with the Jhelum stellar stream. The great circle best-fitting the Jhelum track has a pole (α 2000 , δ 2000 ) = (359.1
• , 38.2 • ) (Shipp et al. 2018) . We use a coordinate system with the origin at (α, δ) = (359.1
• , −51.9 • ). The rotation matrix that converts equatorial (α, δ) coordinates to Jhelum coordinates (φ 1 , φ 2 ), where φ 1 is the coordinate along the stream and φ 2 is perpendicular to the stream track, is available electronically at https://github.com/abonaca/jhelum and is implemented as a stream coordinate frame in Gala (Price-Whelan 2017). In these coordinates, Jhelum is centered at φ 2 = 0, and the DES detection spans −5
• φ 1 25
• (Shipp et al. 2018 ). We query the Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ) and DES DR1 (Abbott et al. 2018 ) catalogs between −10
• < φ 1 < 35
• and −5
• < φ 2 < 5
• , and select all sources identified as stars that are brighter than g 0 < 23, while excluding stars with parallaxes larger than 1 mas. DES photometry was dereddened using Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps. Assuming a constant distance along the stream of 13 kpc, we correct the whole catalog for the solar reflex motion following . Following these corrections, Jhelum stars are clearly separated from the Milky Way field population in the proper motion and color-magnitude spaces. Figure 1 shows proper motions (top) and color-magnitude diagram (bottom) for a stream field (0
• , right). In proper motions, Jhelum stands out from the Milky Way as a retrograde stream, and we select likely members between −8 < µ φ1, /mas yr −1 < −4 and −2 < µ φ2 /mas yr −1 < 2. The stream also appears as a prominent overdensity of main • < φ1 < 25
• is asymmetric, with a narrow, dense component at φ2 > 0
• and a more diffuse, wide component at φ2 < 0
• . This morphology is intrinsic to the stellar stream, as similar signatures are absent from the full stellar density field (middle) and the dust map (bottom).
sequence stars, which we select following a 12 Gyr old, metal-poor ([Fe/H] = −1.5) MIST isochrone (Choi et al. 2016) between 19 < g 0 < 21.3. Both of these selection regions are shown in light orange in Figure 1 Although some contamination from the Milky Way field stars remains, the stream stands out as an overdensity between −5
• < φ 1 < 25
Despite the increase in the purity of the stream membership, this extent is similar to the initial detection reported by Shipp et al. (2018) . However, the new data reveal unexpected internal structure of the stream: the density of stream members is higher at φ 2 > 0 than at φ 2 < 0. The φ 2 distribution of likely Jhelum members ( Figure 2 , top right) has two clear components, with a more prominent, narrow component at φ 2 > 0, and a less prominent, diffuse component peaking at φ 2 ≈ 0.
Surveys such as Gaia and DES have complex selection functions (e.g., Bovy 2017), which can imprint density inhomogeneities in stellar maps. To test whether the density structure observed in Jhelum is inherited from a survey strategy, we show a density map of all stars in our input catalog (Gaia crossmatched with DES, and with parallax < 1 mas) in the middle panel of Figure 2 . Dashed white lines bracket the two Jhelum components. The lines are offset from the best-fitting polynomial to the running median of the dense Jhelum component:
( 1) where φ 1 and φ 2 are in degrees. While there is a large density gradient along the φ 1 direction, as positive φ 1 values correspond to lower galactic latitudes, the overall • wide regions along the stream, with the location in φ1 (indicated at the top) growing from left to right. Between −3
• < φ1 < 2 • , only a narrow component of the stream is present, while in the next φ1 bin, 6
• < φ1 < 11 • , the stream features both the narrow and the wide component. Further along the stream, 15
• < φ1 < 20
• , the stream consists of two narrow components separated by a gap, while at the trailing end, 20
• < φ1 < 25
• , the gap vanishes and the stream appears as a single, wide feature.
stellar density changes little across the stream in the φ 2 direction at a fixed φ 1 location. Density variations observed in streams can also originate from nonuniform dust attenuation (e.g., Ibata et al. 2016) . In that case, the features observed in the stream correlate with a dust map. Extinction along Jhelum varies between A V ∼ 0.2 − 0.5 (Figure 2 , bottom; Schlegel et al. 1998 ). The regions of high dust atten-
• ) correspond to regions of reduced Jhelum density, however, there are no global gradients in dust extinction perpendicular to the stream. Therefore, we conclude that the transverse variations in Jhelum density are intrinsic to the stream itself.
To quantify substructure in the Jhelum stellar stream, we model the φ 2 distribution of likely stream members (Figure 2 , top right). We assume a mixture model with two Gaussian components (defined by means µ 1,2 and variances σ 2 1,2 for the narrow and wide component, respectively) and a background which is allowed to linearly vary with φ 2 (defined by the gradient a bg ). The density model for a given set of parameters
where N and U are the normal and uniform distributions, α 1,2 are the fractions of stars in the narrow and wide components, respectively, and α bg = 1 − α 1 − α 2 is the fraction of the Milky Way field stars. We sample the parameter space θ with an affine invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo ensemble sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) . The sampler ran with 64 walkers for 4096 steps, the first half of which were discarded as the burn- 
+8
−23 pc, respectively, which is comparable to the widths of known globular cluster streams in the Milky Way (e.g., Palomar 5 stream is ∼ 120 pc wide, Odenkirchen et al. 2003) .
The prominence of the two Jhelum components changes along the stream (see Figure 2 ). In Figure 3 we show the transverse density profiles in four nonoverlapping φ 1 regions. Splitting the original sample increases the influence of Poisson statistics in the profiles, so we only discuss their features qualitatively. The leftmost panel shows that the leading end of the stream (−3
• < φ 1 < 2 • ) consists of a single, narrow component. Two components are detected both between 6
• < φ 1 < 11
• and between 15
• < φ 1 < 20
• , however, while the component at smaller φ 2 is wide in the former region (second panel from left), it is narrow in the latter and clearly separated from the narrow component at larger φ 2 (third panel). At Jhelum's trailing end (20
, there is again a single component, but almost twice as wide as that on the leading end. Curiously, the narrow component visible in the first three panels has an approximately constant width of ∼ 0.25
• (∼ 60 pc). This diversity of transverse density profiles along Jhelum underlines the intricacy of its formation history.
PROPERTIES OF THE JHELUM COMPONENTS
The Jhelum stellar stream appears to have two spatially distinct components (Figure 2) . In this section we compare structural and dynamical properties of these components to uncover their origin.
We first analyze the stellar population of Jhelum. Interestingly, blue horizontal branch (BHB) and blue straggler (BS) stars are present in Jhelum, and they are hardly contaminated with field stars (bottom panels of Figure 1 ). The ratio of BHB to BS stars can distinguish between massive dwarf galaxy and globular cluster progenitors (e.g., Momany et al. 2007; Deason et al. 2015) , so we characterize the Jhelum stellar population with the BS to BHB ratio. We select BHBs at the Jhelum distance with: −0.7 < g − i < −0.2, 15.5 < g < 16.5 (dark orange box in Figure 1 ) and BSs within the polygon (g − i, g) = [(0.2, 18.9), (0.2, 19.9), (−0.25, 18.7), (−0.25, 17.7)] (medium orange box). In the Jhelum footprint (both spatial and proper-motion) there are a total of 31 BSs and 12 BHBs, compared to 12 BS and 2 BHB stars in the control field. Subtracting the field population yields an intrinsic BS to BHB ratio of N BS /N BHB = 1.9 ± 0.7 This ratio is consistent with a dwarf galaxy progenitor in a wide mass range (M V ≈ −6 to −11), as well as with a low-mass, M V −6, globular cluster progenitor (Deason et al. 2015) . Split between the two components, the ratio becomes 1.7 ± 0.9 and 2.1 ± 1.2 for the narrow and wide component, respectively. Within uncertainties, the BHB to BS ratio is the same in the two Jhelum components, indicating a common origin. However, detailed chemical abundances from spectroscopy are required to definitively establish the single-progenitor scenario.
Next, we map Jhelum components in the sky and in proper motions. We spatially define the narrow component as stars within 0.4
• from the ridgeline (Equation 1), and the wide component as stars 0.4
• − 2
• below the ridgeline (as shown in Figure 2 ). For each component, we calculate average properties in 4
• -wide, overlapping bins spaced by 3
• in the φ 1 direction. From top to bottom, Figure 4 shows the running medians of φ 2 positions, µ φ1 and µ φ2 proper motion components, with red and blue points for the narrow and wide components, respectively. The size of the point scales with the number of Jhelum stars in the bin, while the shaded area encompasses the median absolute deviation in each component's track.
Both Jhelum components trace a great circle, with their tracks only slightly curving from the φ 2 = 0 line (Figure 4, top) . The components are offset by ∼ 0.9
• in the φ 2 direction, and the offset is constant along the stream. Despite being spatially offset, the proper motions of the two components are remarkably similar (Figure 4 , middle and bottom). The dispersion in proper motions is large (0.7 − 1.2 mas yr −1 ) and comparable to the observational uncertainties (median for likely Jhelum members is 0.7 mas yr −1 ), both of which are much smaller than the typical kinematic offset between the two components ( 0.3 mas yr −1 ). At the current precision, the Jhelum components are kinematically indistinguishable.
Finally, we explore whether both Jhelum components can be explained within a simple dynamical model. Assuming a standard Milky Way potential (Price-Whelan 2017), we use the BFGS minimization algorithm to search for orbits that simultaneously fit the sky distribution of the narrow component, its proper motions and that place the stream at a constant distance of 13 kpc (similar to the orbit-fitting method defined and used in In Figure 5 we present the Jhelum stream and its best-fitting orbit in cylindrical Galactocentric coordinates. The thin orange line traces Jhelum's orbit for the last 5 Gyr, while the thick light blue line marks the present-day extent of the stream (top panel). Jhelum orbits between 8 and 24 kpc, with a period of ∼ 300 Myr, and is currently just past pericenter.
Remarkably, a past orbital wrap of the Jhelum stream traces the Indus stream in the Galactocentric R − z plane (thick dark blue line in top of Figure 5 , based on the sky positions and typical distance reported in Shipp et al. 2018 ). This agreement may be dynamical evidence that Indus and Jhelum are different orbital arms of the same progenitor, first suggested by Shipp et al. (2018) based on the streams' similar width, ∼ 1
• , and photometric metallicity, [Fe/H] ∼ −1.4, as well as their physical proximity. A fairly massive progenitor would be required to produce the combined stellar debris of Indus and Jhelum, and the high metallicity as well as the high ratio of BS to BHB stars indeed indicate a massive progenitor. Furthermore, both streams may extend beyond their currently measured extent. For example, Figure 2 shows that our detection of Jhelum is impacted by the Milky Way disk at φ 1 −25
• and by dust at φ 1 −5
• . If the connection is confirmed, Indus and Jhelum would be one of the longest tidal structures in the Milky Way, and therefore extremely constraining for its gravitational potential . A similar analysis of Indus is required to definitively establish the two streams are dynamically related, which we defer to future work.
The bottom panel of Figure 5 zooms in on Jhelum's current location, and also shows the distribution of its likely members (assuming the distance gradient from the best-fit orbit). Jhelum's wide component is ∼ 0.5 kpc further from the Galactic plane than its narrow component. The orbit matches the narrow Jhelum component, but none of the previous orbital wraps pass through the wide component, arguing against the two components being debris from a single progenitor released at subsequent pericentric passages.
DISCUSSION
The combination of Gaia astrometry and DES photometry allows us to cleanly select members of the Jhelum stream. The resulting map reveals Jhelum has two statistically-significant parallel components, separated by ∼ 0.9
• (∼ 200 pc). The two components have similar stellar populations and similar proper motion gradients, which suggests they originate from the same progenitor. Current constraints on the stream's metallicity and relative abundance of blue straggler and blue horizontal branch stars cannot distinguish between a globular cluster and a dwarf galaxy progenitor.
Here we discuss possible origin scenarios for the two components of the Jhelum stream in the context of these observations:
• Multiple progenitors: the similar ratios of blue straggler to blue horizontal branch stars suggest that the two components have the same stellar population, but there is still room for two distinct progenitors that have similar BS to BHB ratios (e.g., a system of a low-mass globular cluster and a low-mass dwarf galaxy, Deason et al. 2015) .
This hypothesis can be directly tested by measuring chemical abundances in the two components.
• Kinematic substructure in the progenitor: substructure in the progenitor may lead to non-trivial density structure of its tidal debris. For example, two spatially distinct components can form if the progenitor is a globular cluster that is initially orbiting in a dark-matter subhalo (e.g., Peñarru-bia et al. 2017; Carlberg 2018) . In this scenario, the wide component originates from stars stripped while the globular cluster was still in the subhalo (similar to the recently reported GD-1 cocoon, Malhan et al. 2019) , while the narrow component would be stars more recently released directly in the Milky Way gravitational potential. The velocity dispersion in each component should reflect their local environment prior to the formation of the stream (e.g., Fardal et al. 2015) . Precise measurements of Jhelum's proper motions or radial velocities can test whether the wide component is indeed kinematically hotter than the narrow one.
• Different orbital wraps: similar to Indus being aligned with an old orbital wrap of the Jhelum's orbit, the Jhelum components may originate from different orbital passages of a single progenitor. While our best-fit orbit does not simultaneously pass through both components, the Galactocentric z separation of several-Gyr-old orbital wraps is similar to that of the Jhelum components (Figure 5 ). Better characterization of the orbit through more precise measurements of the stream distance and kinematics will test this scenario. If Jhelum's wide component is indeed an old wrap of the orbit that best-fits its narrow component, the stream will put extremely strong constraints on the gravitational potential.
• Fold caustic: tidal debris distributed in a plane, but viewed almost edge-on, could produce the density profile observed in Jhelum. Two-dimensional shells are commonly observed (e.g., Tal et al. 2009; Kado-Fong et al. 2018) , however, their densest part, unlike Jhelum's, is at the largest galactocentric radius. A more general fold caustic of a fully phase-mixed distribution is still allowed (e.g., Tremaine 1999) , in which case the velocity dispersion in the dense component of Jhelum should be higher than in its diffuse part. Precise kinematics will test this formation pathway as well.
• Precession of the orbital plane: streams orbiting in non-spherical potentials widen because the stream star orbits differentially precess (e.g., Erkal et al. 2016; Dehnen & Hasanuddin 2018 ). Jhelum's orbit is significantly affected by the Milky Way disk, so its extended structure may be attributed to differential orbital precession. However, the expected width of a stream on Jhelum's orbit in the fiducial Milky Way potential is only a fraction of the observed width. Jhelum models in more asymmetric potentials need to be explored to test this scenario.
• Chaos: streams formed on chaotic (even weaklychaotic) orbits may develop low surface-brightness envelopes (e.g., Price-Whelan et al. 2016a ). However, in our simple gravitational potential, Jhelum's orbit is regular (see Figure 5 ): Within the Galactocentric radii relevant to Jhelum, the global mass distribution is likely close to spherical or mildly oblate (e.g., Küpper et al. 2015) , and thus chaos driven by the global potential is likely not relevant for Jhelum.
• Time-dependent perturbations: massive, dynamical perturbers such as the rotating bar or Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) can affect the structure of stellar streams (e.g., Price-Whelan et al. 2016b; Pearson et al. 2017; Erkal et al. 2018) . Jhelum is on a retrograde orbit in the inner Galaxy, which limits the influence of both the LMC and the bar. However, perturbations from a population of low-mass objects can also result in complex morphologies of stellar streams (e.g., Bonaca et al. 2014) , and remain a viable mechanism for shaping the Jhelum stream.
All of these formation scenarios merit further investigation, but solutions where Jhelum remains a coherent tidal structure on a largely unperturbed orbit appear more likely. Our best-fit orbit for Jhelum simultaneously (and independently) matches the Indus stream, suggesting that only minor perturbations are allowed from the bar, chaos or LMC. Both streams are still coherent, so this argues against the fold caustic interpretation for Jhelum's vertical structure.
A combination of spectroscopic data and more detailed dynamical modeling can further constrain Jhelum's formation scenario. Chemical abundances will determine whether both Jhelum components originate from the same progenitor, as well as distinguish between a globular cluster and a dwarf galaxy origin. In the case of a single progenitor, confronting the theoretical and observed radial velocities in the two Jhelum components will differentiate between them being different substructures within the progenitor or differentially precessing debris.
The transverse structure that Gaia revealed in the Jhelum stream is evidence of a formation mechanism beyond simple tidal disruption. The only other stream studied to a similar level of detail with Gaia is GD-1 (Price-Whelan & Bonaca 2018), where the discovered off-stream features may be evidence of a recent perturbation . These discoveries signal the dawn of a new era, in which the internal structure of thin stellar streams is used to trace the structure of their formative environment and the Galaxy.
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